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APPARENT ABPITIONIX MASS CftJ&.CTEEISTIGS 
OF TM1W& M$Bf BODIES OF RWGLlTflCh 
SUI.iu£Y 
A simple torsion pendulum was used to make a series of tests to 
determine the apparent additional mass characteristics of cylinders of 
revolution with blunt, conical, and hemispherical ends. Data are 
presented for each configuration for notion parallel, perpendicular, 
and forty-five degrees to the longitudinal axis. Graphs showing the 
variation of apparent additional aass and ax:>parent additional mass 
coefficient with fineness ratio are included along with tabular data. 
Experimental and theoretical results are compared where possible. The 
important developments in the study of apparent additional mass are 
traced briefly from a historical standpoint, basic theory is ̂ resented, 
and suggestions made concerning the need for additional theoretical 
and experimental data. 
The results of the tests conducted in both water and air indi-
cate that the apparent additional mass of a cylinder with blunt ends is 
greater than that of a similar cylinder with either conical or hemis-
pherical ends. *J-1 the curves of apparent additional mass plotted 
against fineness ratio or length are essentially straight lines, '-he 
attitude of a cylinder with respect to its direction of motion has a 
great effect on its apparent additional mass. It appears that apparent 
additional mass coefficients become large and tend to approach a constant 
value as the fineness ratio approaches 10 for the bodies tested, The 
2 
coeff icients ranged in magnitude fro:: values greater than 0.2 for :-otion 
p a r a l l e l to longitudinal axes to almost 1.8 for motion perpendicular 
to longitudinal axes. 
theory based on perfect fluic' assumptions predicts a value of 
1 for the apparent additional mass coefficient of a cylinder moving 
perpendicular to i t s longitudinal axis in water. As a resul t of v i s -
cosity effects experimental values r ea t e r than 1 sr.culci be expected. 
This was confiimed 'tiy the t e s t s . No other theoret ic: 1 data T.:ere 
available for coi;--o£.rison, 
The tors ion pendulum appears to be a r e l i ab le and convenient ap-
paratus fo r determining the apparent additional nass charac te r i s t i c s 
of the bodies tes ted . 
I t i s suggested that additional t e s t s be made to debar:line aore 
exact charac te r i s t i c s f or lev.1 fineness r a t i o s , say fron 0 to 4. Very 
l i t t l e information on scale end velocity i s avai lable . Invest igations 
of the effects of s a i l boundaries and polished surfaces, and t e s t s to 
check the meager experimental r e su l t s availabia could contribute much 
to t h i s f ield of study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
lllhen an object is set in motion in a fluid the surrounding 
fluid is elso set in motion. It is an important fact, yet not too well 
recognized, that the effective mass of an object in a fluid will be 
greater than in a vacuum. There is nothing to hinder the motion of a 
body through a perfect vacuum once it has started, and the same is true 
of a nonviscous, incompressible fluid, Eowever, should a body be 
accelerated in air or some other fluid, perfect or viscous, the force 
required vould be that to accelerate the mass of the body plus a mass 
of fluid affected by the body. This affected mass of fluid is the 
source of the apparent additional mass present; in numerous practical 
cases of accelerated motion, .JI increase in both moment of inertia and 
mass must be accounted for in engineering calculations. Numerical values 
of these quantities are not always negligible, and in seme cases such 
as hollow bodies in water, apparent additional quantities may greatly 
exceed the static or dead weight. 
The primary purpose of this paper is to extend the experimental 
data concerning the apparent additional mass characteristics of various 
bluff bodies or revolution. To reach this objective it is necessary 
to trace briefly from a historical standpoint the important developments 
in the study of apparent additional mass, to present the basic theory, 
to define the terms used, to summarize the results of experiments per-
formed by the author to determine the apparent additional mass character-
istics of certain bluff bodies, and thereby to provide a background for 
more extended experiments in this field. 
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The determination of apparent additional mass characteristics 
is important in calculations involving: 
1. boats 
£. dirigibles 
3. maneuvering of airplanes 
4. missiles (rockets, bombs, etc.) 
5. pendulum tests 
6. spinning of airplanes 
7. submarines 
8. vibration tests 
9.. wind tunnel test corrections inhere longitudinal static 
pressure gradients exist. 
Very little has been written on either theoretical or experimental 
determination of apparent additional mass, and experimental methods 
are not "well developed. The torsion pendulum has been used ir previous 
investigations and was used by ths author to obtain much of the ex-
perimental data presented in this paper. Bluff boaies of revolution 
were used ir the experiments due to the interest of the author and the 
practicaJ possibilities of changes in length and end configurations. 
By selecting an end corfiguration for a givBin cylinder and systemati-
cally changing the length of the cylinder it is possible to obtain a 
series of correlated test data for numerous investigations. JJairly 
adequate data for spheroids are available from previous tests and 
theoretical treatment is well developed. 
it is important to point out that when a body is accelerated 
in a fluid, each particle is not necessarily accelerated in the direc-
tion of motion, nor is the apparent additional mass always a simple 
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function of the displaced fluid. As an illustration, theoretically 
the apparent additional nass of a sphere is one-half of the mass of the 
displaced fluid. For a somewhat ;rore complicated body, say a dirigible, 
the apparent additional mass is taken as about equal to the mass of the 
displaced air. In most cases either experimental results or empirical 
formulas were relied on to furnish the limited data available, i'he 
magnitude of the apparent additional mass of a. particular body is 
a function of its size, shape, direction of motion, dansity of the 
fluid, and perhaps other factors such as the extent of the fluid and 
the extent of nearby objects. Tiscosity causes some apparent additional 
mass, "but it is not possible to separate the viscous effects from the 
total apparent additional mass, fheoretical. commutations do not agree 
filth experimental, data, :.Jue largely to the neglect of viscous effects 
of the fluid iu perfect fluid theories, oince theoretical calculations 
of the potential functior for other thai: simple shapes is very com-
plicated, an empirical approach to the computation of the apparent ad-
ditional masses of such shades is necessary both tc confirnj theory and 
furnish data for engineering applications, therefore it appears that 
experimental rather than theoretical data must be relied on in practice. 
i'o appreciate thoroughly the importance of both experimental and 
theoretical progress ir this field it is necessary to realize that the 
dynanical treatment of any mechanical system, submerged in part or en-
tirely in a fluid, must take into account the apparent additional mass 
of the submerged parts, ^n investigation of bluff bodies of revolution 
is particularly pertinent to missile research and to other problems in 
aerodynamics of special interest at this "cine. 
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HxaroBi&Ax. mmpR 
It is believed that scientists have been aware of apparent ad-
ditional mass longer than historical records indicate, however, the 
first uritten evidence that a body could possess an apparent additional 
mass was recorded late in the seventeenth century. ** historical sum-
mary of early developments in appareit additional mass studies is not 
1 
readily available in most libraries, iowsley reproduced ureen's paper 
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from the transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and much of 
the historical discussion in this thesis is baaed on the seme source. 
Less than 200 years ago (about 1787) Chevalier Du Buat found that a 
sphere must have an apparent additional mass to account for its behavior 
while oscillating in x̂ ater. Later in 1328 vessel confirmed Bu BuatTs 
discovery by studying the behavior of a seconds pendulum, he found that 
it was necessary to use a correction factor to account for an apparent 
increase in inertia. by expressing the increase by k. times the mass of 
displaced fluid he was able to establish values of ic for spherical pen-
dulums in water and in air. It is of interest to note that it was a 
pendulum that led to the discover:/ of the existence of apparent adc.i-
tional mass. Du Buat established k = 0.585 by experimentating with 
spheres in water. Bessel found k to be G.,6 for water and 0.9 for air. 
ivelvyn J\ Towsley, 'Apparent .uiditional i.,ass," (unpublished 
thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree, 
..aster of Science in aeronautical engineering, Daniel Guggenheim school 
of aeronautics, Georgia ochool of technology, Atlanta, June, 1947), p. 4 
o 
George Oreen, "Researches on the Vibration of iendulums in Fluid 
Lledia,'* 1'ransactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 13:54-62, 1866. 
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The magnitude of these values must have indicated that the effects of 
apparent additional mass could be of practical importance in engineer-
ing applications. 
While investigating the effects of air and hydrogen on the 
periods of vibrating pendulums Sabine observed that the times required 
to damp the vibrations were in the-ra-io of 1 to 5.25, which is not the 
ratio of the density of hydrogen to that of air. it was expected that 
the ratio would be the sane as the ratio of the t?Jo densities, so the 
results indicated the presence of apparent additional mass. Later 
Baily confirmed Sabine's observations, using several sizes of cylindrical 
and spherical bobs. iS5"o one had offered a theoretical solution to the 
problem, and Poisson wag probably the first to suggest a mathematical 
approach. 
Poisson suggested that b. neglecting the viscosity of the fluid 
the value of k_ for a sphere could be established to be 0.5. Other 
authors, G-reen, Plana, Stokes, and ̂ .amb used various methods to es-
tablish _k in agreement with -:oisson. At this point there was agreement 
concerning the fact that since fluid adheres to a body the density of 
the fluid could affect the apparent additional mass. It was convenient 
to neglect the density in making a theoretical approach. 
*-it this point Stokes suggested that the viscosity of a gas could 
be determined by pendulum oscillations, and his experiments were fairly 
successful. He found that %%$ value of _k used in Poisson's formula 
should be increased. This correction indicates closer agreement with 
the values found by Baily and jDm buat. Stokes found that it was rather 
difficult to check the viscosity of water by the pendulum method, his 
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major proble.•••_ being the di f f icul ty of lasting the necessary correct 
observations of the pendulum in water. 
Several others contributed to findings in t h i s f i e ld . meilwen 
* 
obtained be t t e r agreement with • i s pendulum experiments in o i l and 
water, hater experiments by Barnes, ..clever., arid ... .rishnayar made use 
of osc i l l a t ing spheres. A value of k = 0.46 was obtained by Oook, who 
dropped a large cohere down a aiiie shaft . Gook' s value of k. was l e s s 
than the values obtained by ^revious inves t igators . Stokes' theory in -
dicated k = 0.530, 0.556, and 0.530. I'rishnayar obtained values of 
0.584, 0.585, and 0.5S0. J& important conclusion was that Du Buat 's 
value of 0.585 and the other empirical values greater then. 0.500 for 
spheres indicated tha t the theory based on fluid adhering to the surface 
of the boay was correct . 
Up to t h i s time interes t in the subject had not been great., due 
perhaps to the lack of need for the knowledge in engineering appl icat ions. 
What i s now considered ftp i. -portant case was that of an e l l ipsoid in an 
i i i f ini te fluid worked out by Green and Lamb, faylor confirmed the 
suggestions that a r igid boundary increases i ne r t i a , dtohss had found 
tha t K = 1 for a long cylinder moving in water perpendicular to i t s 
ax i s . He concluded that boundary effect i s not negl igible , -'here ap-
peared to be not great need for intense study un t i l the development of 
the a i r sh ip . S tab i l i ty and performance problems created appreciation of 
the importance of both theore t i ca l and pr.. cticmL apparent mass s tudies . 
Green's paper »ae published in 1850, and i t could be considered 
as the most important of the early works on the subject, much of the 
l a t e r work in apparent additional mass studies i s based on C-reen' s 
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fundamentals. Since Du i u a t ' s discovery about 160 years ago not a 
great deal has been accomplished, but the importance of the problem is 
now real ized, and an increasing interest i s evident, oince . orld ^ar I 
several papers concerning aj/parent additional mass have been published; 
however, a great deal remains to be done. I t i s realized tha t apparent 
addit ional mass effects must be accounted for in a l l types of accelera-
ted motion, and that in many eases these effects are considerable in 
magnitude. Dr. IJax M. kunk i s one of the most vjidel]- kno^n authors in 
the f ie ld of apparent mass studies in t h i s century. 
I t i s of in teres t to note that the effects of apparent addit ional 
mass in a compressible fluid have yet to be invest igated. A great deal 
remains to be done in approaching the subject from perfect f luid theory, 
and i t appears t ha t there probably wil l be considerable lag between 
fundamental research and pract ical needs., 
OTiiiiTioN on" TJSHMS 
The terra "apparent addit ional mass" i s probably the most ces 
c r ip t ive of the various expressions applied to the quantity with which 
t h i s paper i s concerned, p rac t ica l ly a l l authors who have contributed 
to t h i s f ield have used the i r OWB def in i t ions . This paper i s no ex-
ception, out there i s no departure from the basic raeaning of the 
def ini t ions used. All defini t ions and terms applied to apparent ad-
d i t iona l nass deal with a quantity which does not d i rec t ly exist but 
acts as a rea l mass. Sfeien expressions as "apparent nass , " "entrained 
mass," "v i r tua l mass,'* and "additional mass" appear in l i t e r a t u r e on 
the subject. The term"apparent additional mass" i s used consistent ly 
in t h i s paper. 
I t is important to rote that the expression "entrained mass** 
should not be applied to apparent additional nass . -'he two masses 
are d i f f icul t to separate, and in experimental work i t i s impossible 
to account for "entrained mass" effects , but in no sense are they the 
same mass. unfortunately, entrained effects are especially prevalent 
at the low ve loc i t i e s and accelerat ions at mfetleb moat experimental work 
is done. 
I t i s convenient to apply the term "apparent addit ional" to 
other.- quant i t ies based on a mass concept, such as momentum and moment 
of i n e r t i a , def in i t ions and nomenclature for some of the basic terms 
in common use are as follows: 
I = the apparent addit ional moment of i ne r t i a 
JL 
IA = I« = the true moment of inertia, as measured in a vacuum o b 
k - the apparent additional mass coefficient and is equal 
to the apparent additional mass divided by the mass 
of the fluid displaced (m /nm. r? ) 
k' = the apparent additional moment of inertia coefficient 
and is equal to the moment of inertia of the apparent 
additional mass divided by the moment of inertia of 
the displaced fluid [l /I- ™ ) 
K = a special apparent additional mass coefficient, used 
in equations of tLe form niiL = S x 6, where Q_ is a 
constant dependent or. the body dimensions 
I = the virtual moment of inertia or the moment of inertia 
as measured in a fluid (not a vacuum) 
m = the apparent additional mass 
rr 
P - the mass density (unless otherwise defined,in slugs/f t ) 
Other nomenclature i s presented as necessary in the development of the 
formulas and expressions used in the report . 
TESOm 
There is a fund ardent al difference between the ration of a body 
in a perfect fluid 2nd its motion in a vacuum. The fluid surrounding 
a body is affected by the motion of the body, and this effect is sub-
ject to theoretical treatment. In general, the theoretical treatments 
by recognized authors are similar in fundamentals but vary somewhat in 
details and analogies. 
In the case of a body moving through an infinite, motionless 
field of fluid particles there is work done on each _. article as the 
body replaces the fluid particles in its path. Work must he done in 
moving a particle of definite mass, and as the body moves there is an 
instantaneous flow created similar to the result of impulse. Phe im-
pulse of a force may oe defined as the product of the force and the 
time interval during which the force acts if the time interval is very 
small, and each increment of the tody surface creates an impulse, the 
3 
direction of -which is normal to the surface increment. 
The usual conception of kinetic energy may be used to identify 
apparent additional mass. Jir.ce impulse is equal to the momentum im-
parted- to each particle, and kinetic energy is equal to one-half the 
product of the square of the velocity, and the mass, kinetic energy is 
equal to one-half the product of the momentum ana the velocity. In 
other words, the change of the kinetic energy of the fluid due to the 
presence of the body is proportional to the product of an impulse times 
Tonsley, loc. cit. 
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the normal velocity, and the momentum of the fluid may be substituted 
for impulse. Apparent additional mass nay be obtained from the kinetic 
2 
energy equation by dividing it by -g-V . A body moving with uniform 
velocity constantly creates momentum at one point and destroys it at 
another, causing the total momentum in a perfect fluid to remain con-
stant. During uniform acceleration of a body in a fluid momentum is 
created and stored in tbe fluid. Since it appears that the kinetic 
energy is a function of the velocity normal to the surface and the 
impulse applied by each surface increment, the calculation of the kinetic 
energy should make it possible to determine an expression for the ap-
parent additional mass. 
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Dr. max K» muni: reasons along similar lines, ne states that. 
although the fluid particles move in a very complicated manner, the 
motion of each particle takes place as though caused by a mechanical 
connection between it and the solid, enforcing a motion of the fluid at 
that point in a certain direction and geared up or down in a certain 
ratio. An important conclusion can be made concerning the kinetic 
energy. Keeping in mind that the kinetic energy of each particle is 
proportional to the square of its velocity, and that its velocity is 
proportional to the velocity of the solid, the energy of each particle 
is proportional to the square of the velocity of the solid..and also to 
the kinetic energy of the fluid as a while. j-he same conclusions can 
apply to the momentum of the fluid. I'he momentum is proportional to 
.*". F. Durand, Aerodynamic theory, Vol. 1 (Berlin: Julius 
Springer, 1934), pp. ££4-304. 
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the velocity of the solid, but not necessarily parallel to it. The 
desired momentum is that imparted by the force necessary to create the 
notion. The .sum of all momenta of the individual particles would be-
come mathematically indefinite were its evaluation by integration over 
the space attempted. 
The energy concept indicates that a solid moving with constant 
velocity under no applied forces cannot experience drag parallel to 
its motion. If drag were present there would be a continual consumption 
of energy without an increase in the fluid energy. Of course, this 
would be contrary to the law of conservation of energy. This applies 
to the parallel component of force, but other components of the resultant 
fluid force could exist. The result of this thinking is justification 
of the perfect fluid concept for apparent additional mass studies,. 
i'or a uniformly accelerated motion of a solid in a fluid there 
is an external force necessary for the acceleration of the mass of the 
solid plus an additional force for whatever mass of fluid is accelera-
ted along with that of the body. The entire fluid must be considered 
as taking part in the motion, but particles far away move very slowly 
and both the accelerating force and the energy developed are finite. 
The energy of a solid of mass m msy be expressed as follows: 
E . is. = J, mf1 , 
where K. 3. = kinetic energy , 
/\ = m = mass , 
and U = uniform, velocity (magnitude of the 
velocity of the fluid}. 
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The kinetic energy and force necessary to accelerate the solid plus its 
surrounding fluid (perfect fluid; can be computed by adding to the actual 
mass of the solid a fictitious mass, fhis fictitious mass may be called 
the "apparent additional mass" of the solid or any other appropriate 
designation, The inertial forces of the fluid are proportional to its 
density, which is usually assumed constant. Therefore the apparent 
additional mass of the body is equal to the density of the fluid mul-
tiplied by a volume. This volume may be called the "apparent additional 
volume" or the volume of the apparent additional mass, it should be 
emphasized that this volume depends on the geometrical outlines only, 
including its position relative to the direction of motion. 
-. theoretical approach to the subject vjould be to establish an 
equation for the computation of apparent additional mass and the volume 
of the mass. First, it would probably be best to commute the kinetic 
energy of the fluid involved and from these computations the apparent 
additional mass. It is convenient to consider that the motion is 
created from rest, Bernoulli's pressure equation may be used to ad-
vantage at this point. 
For irrotational motion and no external forces: 
Pl-jtxrr - § v u2) = v P > 
<-m ° = p + c o n s t a n t . [ ? • p 
For a steady flow: 
p 
= -£21 + D = - •*—-—
 + constant, 
 
where 
^7 = del = i -4~ + J -4— + * -T-
e> x <^y <^ z 
= a vector operator or d i f ferent ia t ing symbol, 
*f = scalar potent ia l of the velocity f ie ld (usually just 
potent ia l or velocity po ten t i a l ) , 
*?'jr * antigradient (referred to as gradient by some authors), 
- V ^ = gradient (referred to as antigradient by some authors) , 
t = time, 
U = magnitude of the velocity of the fluid, 
and p = pressure. 
The following fundamentals apply: 
Fluid velocities are vectors laving not only magnitude but 
also direction. 
Three scalers are necessary to fully describe velocity. 
The velocities at all points form the vector field of the 
fluid velocity. 
The properties of a vector field at a particular point may 
be analyzed by considering the velocity relative to a 
geometric conception of z small plane element having area 
and direction (a vector). 
V = surface velocity (a vector quantity'/ = iu + jv + KVJ. 
dS = a vector surface element of area. 
Flux = 6.3 • V. 
V • V = divergence of velocity, 
= A*. + -ll + Al. , 
J x Jy J z 
Alan iope, "̂ iasic . ing and Airfoil xheory," (unpublished 
advanced aerodynamics notes, Denial Cuggenheim School of aeronautics, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 1948), pp. 1-23. 
1? 
= i . AJL + j • 4 1 + fc . 41 , 
<}x tfy tfz 
= volume of fluid leaving a small closed space element of 
unit volume per unit time, passing through its surface 
from inside to outside. 
"V x V" = rotation or curl of velocity, 
= twice the mean angular velocity of the fluid element, 
= i x _4i + j x 4 r * k * i t ! . ' 
dx <ry dz 
x, y, z = Cartesian coordinates defined in the usual sense. 
i, j, k =• unit vectors related to Cartesian coordinates in the 
usual manner. 
r = vector from origin of Cartesian coordinates to point 
in space. 
x = i*r . 
y = j-r . 
z = k#r . 
V-V2V = 0 . 
^7-N7 <fs 0 . 
"V p = force per unit volume. 
At the points on the surface of the solid the pressure term corres-
ponding to the steady motion does not perform any work. Gf the ex-
pression 
2 
^>-M - § p V = p + constant 
only the term P { ^ / £\>) remains. The term ^ y ^ t is constant for 
constant acceleration, an;., the potential is proportional to the time. 
Its average value is therefore half its final value during the time 
interval in which the motion is being built up. The energy passed into 
18 
;he f luid through i t s surface element 4S i s 
- j£. 0 sr jf • ds 
2 
This expression nay be integrated t o ootain the ent i re icinetic equa-
t ion 
E. E. = T 
= - £ . J0 ^7 0 . dS. 
It is necessary to integrate over the entire surface of the solid> but 
the entire energy is obtained, because at a great distance frou the 
surface there is no motion, and any variation of pressure at a great 
distance cannot cause the transfer of energy fros the distant points. 
By a transformation of the kinetic energy of each particle the 
above integral can be obtained directly. Using Gauss' transformation, 
the integral T = - % f* j ( ̂ -2-£d3 can be written as a divergence 
and transformed from a space integral into a surface integral. 
Let if and 'Y' be any two scalars satisfying 
kit + Alf. • jfcfi* = o 
W V J? " 
v • (?VTJ = ̂ r ^ . v f+ f v .vr= ^H> . v^y 
If y = -y , then 
V • ( ̂  V ?>) = v f ' V j * ' 
This giTee; 
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The volume of the apparent additional mass may be obtained by dividing 
the kinetic energy by the dynamic pressure ) of the velocity of 
the solid body so that 
O rp 
E = volume of apparent a d d i t i o n a l mass = 
W 
A non-dimens,ional quantity depending only on the shape of the body and 
its direction of motion may be obtained by dividing the volume of the 
apparent additional mass by the volume of the solid. 
k • coefficient of apparent additional mass or often the 
•inertia factor" 
This coefficient becomes infinite as the volume of the solid approaches 
zero viithout the kinetic energy becoming zero. Of course, in this case 
the definition is not valid, as in the case of an infinitely thin disk 
moving normal to its plans. 
It is important to note that there is a fundamental difference 
between the motion of a solid in a vacuum and its motion surrounded by 
a perfect fluid, The apparent additional mass of a solid surrounded by 
a perfect fluid may, in general, vary vyith direction of motion. In a 
vacuum the mass of a solid is equal regardless of direction of motion. 
a 
Dr. Muni: sugges t s a method fo r t he t h e o r e t i c a l de te rmina t ion of 
Durand, op. c i t . , pp . £55-^53. 
£0 
apparent additional mass of several simple bodies. Using the sphere as 
an example, and making use of the superposition of a doublet and a 
horizontal flow of constant velocity he determined that the apparent 
additional mass of a sphere should be 0.5 of the mass of the displaced 
fluid. 
For a doublet 
Y = ^ L - COS * ; 
ATTv* 
for a horizontal flow of constant velocity, 
¥* = V x = U r cos 
for the combined flows, 
if = IF r cos<© * P • cos €> ; 
4jrrd 
where 
LI = constant product of the s t r e n g t h of the source and sink and 
t h e d i s t a n c e between them; 
x - d i s t a n c e bet vie en the source and s ink; 
r = r a d i u s of the sphere formed by t h e doublet and s teady f low. 
The s p h e r i c a l shape r e s u l t i n g fro::, the supe rpos i t i on may be v e r i f i e d by 
computing t he components of the v e l o c i t y represented hy the p o t e n t i a l 
normal to the surface of the sphere. Sence 
- ^f- - - "U cos€> + — 5 L - cos & . 
<^r £ 7 r r 3 
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2 77U ' 
and therefore 
U = 2 WU IC 
For the po ten t ia l , 
At a great dis tance, 
<f= U c o s O r + K 
2 r 
JP = U c o s ^ - ^ R; 
a r 
The kinet ic energy of the flow may be computed thus: 
T = - § f I f <iP -£-L &Sy where dS i s a scalar 
= j£Ll¥.R c o s ^ I I c o s ^ 2 7TR2 s i n ^ dfi> 
2 / 2 
.%rr*l£± • 
3 2 
This indicates that the volume of the apparent additional mass of a 
sphere i s equal to half i t s volume, or that the i ne r t i a factor i s 0.5, 
This theore t ica l value i s generally accepted, and empirical values of 
"N 
S3 
approximately 0.583, 0.584, etc., confirm the theory based on a perfect 
fluid. It is important to note that the difference between theoretical 
and empirical values, due to the assumption of a perfect fluid, are 
considerable. 
The fundamental treatment of the subject by Lamb is often re-
ferred to by authors and used as a basis for their approach to the 
problem. Munk's theoretical results, though arrived at in a somewhat 
different manner, are the same as Lamb's. Actually, the basic theory 
is the same in both cases, the main differences being in the mathematical 
treatment of the problem. 
7 
Lamb showed that any actual state of irrotational motion of a 
fluid could be produced instantaneously fron, rest by the application 
of a system of impulse pressures. This approach is possible if a single 
valued velocity potential exists for the motion, ks previously dis-
cussed, the kinetic energy is dependent on the velocity normal to the 
surface and the impulse applied by each surface increment. Let 
0 - the velocity potential for a two 
dimensional flow 
= \ (u dx + v dy), 
c 
where u = veloci ty in x-direct ion, 
v = velocity in y-direction, 
n = normal direction. 
"Horace Lamb, Hydrodynamics, 5th ed. (Cambridge! University .cress, 
1930}, p. 16. 
83 
The normal velocity c&n be found from the velocity potential. For v ss 0: 
x 
0 = j u du = X u 
= v e l o c i t y x d i s t a n c e 
= JLItt = «! 
sec sec 
By t a k i n g t h e p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e of 0 with r e s p e c t t o ii, i t i s p o s s i b l e 
t o ob ta in the normal v e l o c i t y , so t h a t 
<y/. = normal v e l o c i t y . 
3 ^ 
TellowiMg Lamb's development, and t ak ing advantage of the ex-
i s t e n c e of a s i n g l e valued v e l o c i t y p o t e n t i a l , t h e impulse p r e s su re neces-
sary t o s t a r t t h e motion i s f*0, 
s 2 
PH. _ lb sec f t 
f t 3 f t s e G 
_ l b - s e c inroulse 
— — * m • « i i» • • • • — - m i. 
o^2 u n i t a rea 
= impulse p r e s s u r e 
Impulse = impulse p r e s s u r e x a rea 
^ 3 - increment of surface a rea 
.AT - k i n e t i c energy 
The T./orI: done by an impulse i s equal to the impulse t imes one-half t h e 
stun of t h e i n i t i a l and f i . a l v e l o c i t i e s in the d i r e c t i o n of t h e impulse* 
When t h e i n i t i a l v e l o c i t v i s zero , the average v e l o c i t y i s — \r, . 
2 <y<?7 
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J>® = P0 1 <̂>0 ^ 
L2 c ^ 
-•-frf»*-
The negative sign i s used to indicate the inner normal, which i s the 
usual convention. ^s in other cases, 
m 
T 2T 
A XY2 72 ' 
K = a , 
p 
V -- free stream velocity 
of the body. 
xhe same basic equation can be obtained from Green's theorem, 
n 
_i£ • <} 8 + JSL£ • ^ "* + < *̂ • _dj* \ dV = 
I j x J x a y ay c) z <3 %) 
2., a. iilsUL* j i - E + i - 4 l 
J 1 
4 slJL d3 . 
<9/>v 
<y I = the di rect ional derivative of V_ along inner 
a *^\. normal. 
p = $ =: 0 for a single valued velocity po ten t i a l . 
I t i s assumed that the velocity potent ia l is f i n i t e and can be 
di f ferent ia ted over the ent i re region discussed. For an incompressible 
p . 195. 
F. 3 . V/oods, Advanced Jalcuius (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1932), 
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f luid the Laplacian of 0 must be zero. Thus, 
C7X <) y ^ ( 7z 
Taking the volume integral over the entire region and the surface 
integral over the boundary of the regionI 




, - > • *^*ff*j&* 
r0 = impulse pressure required to cause notion. 
- -~-£ = inward normal fluid veloci ty . 
Thus the work done by the impulsive pressure applied by the surface S_ 
causes the notion of the f lu id , and t h i s work is expressed by the r ight 
hand side of the above equation. The le f t side of the equation con-
t a in s the velocity components in the x, £i an^- ZL d i rec t ions . 
'i£\ \ MS Z * 
*J UJjr/ 




4~ (Vol. ) (U2 + V£ + W2) = £ nV2 = T, 
or 
26 
T = - £* ( ( 0 *i-0 d3. 
Since a series of blunt cylinders of revolution were tested by 
the author, it is necessary to discuss 8 theoretical approach to the 
apparent masses of these bodies. 'i\ic dimensional flow, body in notion, 
and fluid at rest conditions provide a basis for the development of the 
required forrulas. The basic equation still applies. 
*"''?//•*'&* 
For a c i r c u l a r cy l i nde r of inf i&ite l eng th and ax i s pe rpend icu la r 
to the d i r e c t i o n of n o t i o n , t h e v e l o c i t y p o t e n t i a l i s 
d V a 2 ^ 
p ~ cos & , 
where 
V = velocity of cylinder, 
a = radius of the cylinder, 
r = distance from tho center of the cylinder 
to any selected point in the field. 
a Lamb"" stows that only the surface conditions are of interest 
I'jhen determining the change in kinetic energy due to the presence of a 
moving body, and the normal velocity of the cylinder is the radial 
velocity. ..here j£= length of cylinder and at r = a, 
o 
Horace Iamb, hydrodynamics, 6th ed. (Cambridge: University .tress, 
1932), p. 76. 
0 = V r c o s ^ = V a cos & 
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4 2 = Al = AJJLS-^os^l » v c o s ^ 
^ ^ c^r <9r 
2 7 T 
g i r 
= f £**? a cos<9 • V QOS&JPZ d. 
atr 
= ^ 7 2 a 2 / J c o s 2 ^ d ^ 
a£ff> a




= Ml = W-l/* fg = ^Jijp, /O 
•xr2 ,r2 V \r* 
Therefore the apparent a d d i t i o n a l mass of a c i r c u l a r cy l inde r perpen-
d i c u l a r t o i t s ax i s i s TTZ?X(^\ I t i s of i n t e r e s t t o note t h a t t h e 
volume of t he apparent a d d i t i o n a l mass i n t h i s case i s equal t o t h e 
volume of t h e c y l i n d e r 
rrTJ? 
Numerous o ther ca ses a r e d i scussed in the l i t e r a t u r e on the subject — 
28 
disfcSji s t ra ight l i ne s , e l l ipses , ovals, e t c . Tov.'siey presents an 
excellent summary of the works of recognized authors in the f i e l d , and 
points out that in ti;o dimensional flow the strear.-J.ines are the sane 
for a l l confocal e l l i p t i c forms of the cylinder. Iha case of the c i r -
cular cylinder i s therefore a special case of the uotimi of an e l l i p t i c 
cylinder moving through motionless f lu id . This i s true even wnen the 
section reduces to a straight l ine joining the foci of the e l l i p s e . 
«ith t h i s in nind i t appears that the apparent additional mass 
of any two-dimensional e l l i p t i c body i s proportional to the maximum 
thickness or lengtl: perpendicular to the di rect ion of motion, i'his 
holds for a straight l ine and the other conformal e l l i p t i c forms of 
the cylinder. .Vhere jt i s the maximum thickness perpendicular to the d i -
rect ion, the apparent additional mass per unit length along the axis may 
be expressed by 
£ 4 i 
since 
a = | . 
..s reviously shown, for a circular cylinder of infinite length 
and moving perpendicular to its axis, ths apparent additional mass 
coefficient is theoretically one. For motion parallel to its axis, the 
surrounding fluid would be set in notion only by the viscous forces be-
tween the body and the fluid. Tor a perfect fluid there could be no 
apparent additional mass under these conditions. From a practical 
10Towsley, op. cit. , pp. 64-70. 
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standpoint there is apparent additional mass regardless of the direction 
of motion, and since viscosity plajra such an important part in the mag-
nitude of the apparent additional mass, it appears that experiments to 
determine this effect are greatly needed. It is the purpose of this 
paper to present the data obtained fror: tasting a series of blunt cylin-
ders of revolution and to interpret the results in the light of theory 
and existing: data. Only limited data from previous tests are available, 
30 
s^^.c:.- i:: -.^,r.ii j," na;,.•;..J.~. „ri£: 
In general, the motion of a body nay be studied from an addi-
tional mass standpoint in three ways; by being oscillated as a pendulum, 
dropped vertically, or towed in rectilinear notion. Various discus-
sions of all three nethods have been presented in several papers pub-
lished in the United States, Englend, Germany, and Russia. Many of the 
original papers are not now available, but much of importance has been 
referred to in reports that are available.• It is not possible to 
state that any one method is best. A better statement is that there are 
few advantages and many disadvantages associated with all three methods. 
Since the density of a fluid directly affects the magnitude of apparent 
additional mass associated with the notion of a body in the fluid, re-
sults of tests in various fluids may be extrapolated to other fluids of 
varying densities. In other words, apparent additional mass is directly 
proportional to the density of the fluid. This fact greatly reduces 
the task of collecting experimental data, and any convenient fluid may 
be used. Since air can be considered a vacuum without introducing ap-
preciable error, and since the differences between the densities of 
liquids are relatively small, the use of air and some convenient liquid 
such as water appears justified for experimental purposes. 
When models are dropped or towed Reynolds numbers and accelera-
tions are usually very low. Rather elaborate laboratory equipment is 
li 
William Gracey, "The Additional Mass Effect of rlates as 
Determined by Sxperiments,* U. 3. l.ational advisory Conr.ittee for 
Aeronautics Technical Report, he. 707, 1941, p. 3. 
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necessary, and t e s t s are usually expensive, A pendulum tes t can be 
simple and l e s s cost ly , but there i s the disadvantage of motion in a 
disturbed f lu id . This may be largely overcome l>y moving the pendulum 
system r ec t i l i nea r ly . however, as the apparatus becomes more elaborate, 
both expense and time become increasingly important. The viscous ef-
fects in alx cases are somewhat uncertain, and i t is impossible to 
account for them. *J.so, the size of the tank or channel in which ex-
periments are perfon.aed i s seldom large enough to completely eliminate 
boundary e f fec t s . In sp i te of a l l these l imi ta t ions considerable ex-
perimental work has been completed, some of the most important of which 
i s discussed below. 
Soma of the early experiments (1918-1919) were made to determine 
the effset of acceleration on the resis tance of a streamlined body. 
Gowley and Levy ^ reported the resu l t s of a ser ies of these t e s t s . A 
small streamlined body of a fineness r a t i o of 4:1 was dropped into a 
ve r t i ca l tank of water. Accelerations of from 0 to 0.2 g. vjere ob-
tained. The body used in the experiment was hollovj and could be f i l l ed 
with mercury to produce the desired accelerat ion. The equipment was 
somewhat ccmplicuted. jfca electromagnet was used to suspend and release 
the body. - lens was used to project l igh t from an arc to a mirror and 
into the tank. The r e s u l t s of the t e s t s indicated that for a good 
streamlined body the acceleration effect was no greater than the order 
of error in th,5 experiment. 
'•.*. L. Gowley and k. Levy, "On the affect of . .cceleration on 
Resistance of a ^ody,*1 U. 3 . advisory Committee for aeronautics 
Reports and memoranda, ho. 612, Vol. 1, 1918-1919, pp. 95-101. 
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Frazer and Simmons made similar and uore thorough experiments 
in the 65 foot experimental tank of the Gil l ian Froude Tank Department. 
A streamlined body, of fineness r a t io 4:1 and length of 18.82 inches, 
and a sphere 6 inches in diameter were towed in the tank. 4 working 
section of the toning tank 28 f t . long was available af ter allowing for 
a preliminary ran and braking* ciince for equal Reynolds numbers and 
standard conditions the velocity in a i r i s 12.8 times the velocity in 
water, the low water ve loc i t i e s of from 0.6 t o b feet per second were 
equivalent to a i r ve loc i t i es fro:.: 7.7 to 64 feet per second. For the 
6 inch sphere used in these t e s t s ve loc i t i e s equivalent to Reynolds 
numbers of from 2,000 to 7,000 were obtained. I t was considered that 
the tank was large enough t o eliminate the effects of the tarn: boundary. 
The data indicated that there was l i t t l e change of res is tance with 
Reynolds number. This showed that apparent additional mass increases 
only s l ight ly with veloci ty. Values of apparent additional mass ranged 
from about 5 to 49 percent of the mass of f luid displaced, or a mean 
value of about IS percent. More pronounced apparent mass effects were 
found for the sphere. This could oe predicted, There i s l e s s pressure 
recovery for an aerodynanically ineff ic ient shape such as a sphere than 
i s the case of a streamlined shape. Theory does not predict or take 
into account the effects of velocity and accelerat ion on apparent addi-
t iona l mass, and a great deal of experiicental wor_ needs to oe done 
before these effects can oe predicted. 
1 3 
R. kf Frazier and 1. F. (3f. Simons, *The dependence of the 
Resistance of Todies upon accelerat ion, as Determined by Chronograph 
.oia lys is ," U. o. nat ional advisory Committee for aeronautics Reports and 
Memoranda, ho. 590, Vol. 1, 1918-1919, pp. 102-121. 
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The pendulum method of investigating apparent additional mass 
is comparatively simple. Either forced or natural oscillations may be 
used. Also, there is much reliable data on the characteristics of a 
pendulum. Both theoretical and experimental studies of pendulums are 
among the earliest of the fundamental scientific studies. The period of 
a pendulum can be calculated when its moment of inertia and constant 
are known. Adequate formulas are available for calculating the charac-
teristics of all types of pendulums. Both simple and compound pendulums 
have been used in apparent mass experiments. The simple torsion pen-
dulum shown in Figure 11, Appendix II, was used by the author to collect 
data for this thesis. It was a simple matter to determine the tor-
sional constant of the wire by counting and timing the oscillations of 
a weighted arm attached to the wire. By using the formulas developed 
under the heading "Uertinent Formulas" and collecting the required data 
it was r.ot difficult to calculate the apparent additional mass of the 
bodies tested. Damping appears to be almost negligible. Its effect is 
to increase the period over the theoretical value. Phe National jidvisory 
Committee for Aeronautics tests indicate that for tests to determine the 
14 
moment of inertia of. airplanes temping has little affect. Yee-Tak Yu 
tested circular disks mounted on a simple torsion pendulum in water and 
found that the damping effect was small enough to be neglected. Errors 
of less than 0.1 percent resulted from damping, and it is doubtful that 
experimental accuracy was that small. 
Yee-Tak-Yu, "Virtual Masses and moments of Inertia of Disks 
and Cylinders in Various Liquids," Journal of applied Physics, 13:67, 
1942. 
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In experiments to determine the apparent additional mass effects 
on the moment of inertia of airplanes it is important to account for 
all the factors which may affect the true mass. Besides the actual 
mass of the body there are buoyancy of the structure, entrapped air, and 
the apparent additional mass. This is true for all tj'pes of pendulum 
tests. However, it is only v;her, bodies are relatively light in weight 
that buoyancy and entrapped air seriously affect experimental results. 
It is necessary to assume that in all oscillation tests the 
displecements are small enough to make valid the assumption that the 
sines of the angles are equal to the angles, rvlso, when frequencies 
are high and amplitudes snail the flow about an oscillating body approache 
potential flow during translational motion, wnlen must be assumed even 
for pendulum motion* 
15 
Keif and .Tones made some tests to determine acceleration ef-
fects on airship models. Snail ono inch diameter models were oscillated 
in air and water. Both longitudiral and lateral effects were determined, 
using various fineness ratios. The models were fitted with hemispheri-
cal noses and tested wit]'; uniform variation of cylindrical length, 
lointed noses were also investigated. Results of the tests are in line 
with theory. Hemispherical ends resulted in greater values of apparent 
additional mass coefficients thar did the pointed ends. The hemis-
pherical ends must have caused the greiiter disturbance of the surrounding 
fluid. This group of experiments is of special interest since the 
S. F. Self aid S. Jones, "Measurements of the Iffeet of ac-
celerations on the Longitudinal aim. Lateral motion of an .lirship Model,* 
Advisory Committee for aeronautics Reports and ken or and a, !•; o. 613, 
Vol. 1, 1918-lilS, pp. "lfel-18?. 
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author tested cylinders of revolutions equipped with hemispherical and 
pointed ends. It is of interest to note that the tests by Relf aind 
Jones show that the minimum longitudinal apparent additional mass 
coefficient occurred at a fineness ratio of approximately 6:1. Coef-
ficients for the lateral position increased with increasing fineness 
ratio, For a sphere the apparent additional mass coefficient is es-
tablished as 0.584. Relf and Jones obtained widely varying values for 
a fineness ratio of one. Since a cylinder equipped with henispherical 
ends becomes a sphere at a fineness ratio of one, it is difficult to 
explain the results obtained by Relf and Jones. However, an average 
value of 0.75 for the apparent additional mass coefficient for a sphere 
results, and this average is not far from the established value of 
0,584. The theoretical value for a sphere is 0.5, and for an infinite 
cylinder 1.0. 
Several tests to determine the accuracy of previously reported 
16 
results were made by Grace;/. His main objective was to determine the 
apparent additional mass effects of flat plates, but he included data 
on the effect of taper ratio. Some of bis references to previous in-
vestigations are of interest. 
A vibrating spring system was used by the Germans in 1930 to 
test smell plates. Four plates of various fineness ratios were inves-
tigated and the results plotted. Formulas were included for the ex-
trapolation of the results to higher aspect ratios. 
Investigations to determine the apparent additional mass of a 
Gracey, op. cit., 10 pp. 
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17 Bristol pursuit airplane were undertaken by the British. .These tests 
were extended to determine effects of model accuracy and pendulum 
lengths on the apparent additional a_ass of a flat ulate. «. balsa plate 
having a fineness ratio of 7 was suspended on the arm of a compound 
pendulum. Results were plotted and presented to show the desired re-
lationships. rialsa models, scale 1:80, were made of the Bristol 
fighter. One model was carefully constructed to scale and another 
roughly cut out. It w8t* found that the apparent additi aal moment of 
inertia of the crude model was as much as 150 percent greater than that 
of the carefully constructed one. This Indicates the necessity for 
accuracy in constructing models for apparent additional mass tests. 
18 
Russian scientists tried to confirm theoretical formulas for 
the determination of the apparent additional mass of elliptic plates. 
3_rris.li cardboard frames were covered with paper and suspended in air by 
a bifilar system, Moments of inertia about both axes were found, and 
correction factors for the theoretical formulas determined, 
Somewhat similar tests were made ~by the 17._•»..0.A. in 1933. llates 
were made of light wooden frames covered with paper. Span-chord ratios 
of from 2 to 8 were tested. The plates were 1/4 inch thick and 4 feet 
long. 
19 
In 1937 the Germans investigated two rectangular plates made 
of steel and aluminum tubing. Tests were made of span-chord ratios 
17I_bid., p. 3. 
18Ibid., p. 4. 
19Loc. cit. 
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from 0.25 to 8 by using partially covered frames 0.75 by 3.0 meters, 
All tests were made with and without covering in air. 
A series of tests were made in 1940 by the K.̂ .G.-a.. A special 
54 inch vacuum tank was used so that pressures could be varied from 
27 to 4 inches of mercury. A suspension system was used to obtain the 
desired data. Apparent additional mass calculations were presented 
for two rectangular plates of aspect ratios 4 and 6. apparent addi-
tional moment of inertia investigations were made on four rectangular 
plates of aspect ratios 2, 4, 6, and 8 and on two tapered plates of 
taper ratios of 2.5:1 and 5:1 and aspect ratio 4. fhe plates were made 
of aluminum tubing covered i.it.a aluminum foil. Jpans were 2.0 inches. 
20 
Yee-Tak Yu^ used a simple torsion pendulum to collect data for apparent 
additional moment of inertia ana mass calculations for circular disks, 
21 
cylinders, rectangular plates,"" and rectangular parallelepipeds. By 
using carbon tetrachloride, gasoline, and water a wide range of den-
sities could be investigated. Damping was shov;n to be negligible, and 
air was considered an adequate substitute for a vacuum. Graphs were 
presented and comparisons with theory made where possible, fhin-walled 
brass tubing was used in the cylinder experiments. ™.t the center of 
each cylinder a thin metal disk was soldered, and the cylinder was 
equivalent to two cylinders placed base to base, apparently, an attempt 
was made to confirm existing theory for the apparent additional mass 
^uYee-Tak Yu, l o c . c i t . 
Pi 
-"-Yee-Yak Yu, "V i r tua l masses of mectangular f l a t e s and p a r a l -
l e l e p i p e d s in -ater,** Journa l of app l i ed i-'hysics, 16:724-729, 1945. 
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of cylinders, but the usefulness of using hollow cylinders was not ex-
plained. However, several empirical formulas were developed from the 
data collected. Thin disks made of lead were tested in water and in 
air. It appears that good qualitative results were obtained. «11 
the models tested were relatively small. 
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss in detail all 
the available literature on apparent additional mass, but it is possible 
to make a few statements concerning what has been accomplished. The 
numerous experiments briefly described in this section have pointed the 
way toward better experimental technique and have furnished some im-
portant data. Theoretical formulas and supporting empirical data are 
available for the apparent additional mass of such shapes as spheres, 
flat plates and disks, oblate and prolate ellipsoids, a few stream-
lined bodies, and rectangiilar parallelepipeds, airships and airplanes 
rave bee:" tested fairly successfully for apparent additional mass 
effects. The theory based on perfect fluid does not account for the 
viscosity effects of the fluid, and tests reveal much variation between 
theory and practice. The effects of changes of end configurations and 
fineness ratio need to be carefully investigated, sufficient data to 
predict apparent additional mass effects on cylinders of revolution 
with various end configurations and moving at various attitudes are not 
available, lost of the data presented l>j the few authors contributing 
to this field of study are more qualitative than quantitative. It 
must be emphasized though, that the concept of apparent additional mass 
has practical applications whenever there is accelerated motion of a 
body tgrougl' a real fluid. la many cases even a crude approximation is 
39 
better than neglecting apparent additional mass effects. True moments 
of inertia calculated fro..: swinging tests and vibration investigations 
must include allowances for apparent additional mass. Within recent 
years airships and airplanes have been subject to considerable testing 
to determine apparent additional mass effects, and with sane success. 
22 
malvestuto snows that an equivalent ellipsoid could be used 
to estimate the apparent additional effects of an airplane fuselage. 
It is usually considered that the body is made up of flat plates and 
ellipsoids. 
For Wings and tails it car. be considered reasonably accurate to 
use coefficients applying to flat plates. 
For the majority of cases tested it was found that the additional 
moment of inertia of airplanes was. not greater than £5 percent of the 
true values. Results viere based on dat^ obtained from testing forty 
airplane models. Body axes were used as reference axes, and the tests 
were made in an K.A.O.A. vacuum tank. 
Swinging tests for full scale airplanes can be made or models 
can be used. The torsioj. pendulum appears to be one of the most con-
venient means of testing models of almost any shape. In spite of its 
limitations, one visould hesitate to state that it is inferior to any 
other kcown method. 
The author has found very little apparent additional mass data 
on cylinders of revolution. It appears logical that a series of tests 
*F, J. Halvestuto, Jr., and I». J. G-ale, "Formulas for additional 
Mass Corrections to the I.loments of Inertia of airplanes," U. 3. National 
advisory Committee for aeronautics technical i.ote, Ko. 1187, February, 
1947, 28 pp. 
to determine the apparent additional mass of these bodies should in-
clude a study of cylinders uith blunt ends; and any other end configura-
tions could be included. Of course, all bodies could be tested at any 
desired altitudes. Considerable testing will be necessary to estab-
lish accurate apparent additional SABS coefficients and provide back-
ground for more advanced study. 
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The torsiom pendulum used in testing the bodies described in 
this paper consisted of a piano .are 0.0312 inch in diameter stretched 
across a steel frame as shown in Figure 11 of appendix III. A some-
what larger or smaller wire could have been used. 3teel angle iron 
1 inch by 1 inch and 1/4 inch thick, was welded into the 20 by 24 inch 
frame. Two flat pieces of steel 1/8 inch thick and SO inches long were 
shaped into base supports and welded to the steel frame. This piece 
of apparatus was designed to fit into a steel tank 24 inches in diameter 
and 18 inches deep shown in figure 13 of appendix III. The tank was 
equipped with a drain faucet and was light enough in weight to be 
handled by one persop without difficulty. The steel arm shown at the 
top of the frame was supported by a piece of steel welded to the frame. 
A brass thumb screw threaded into the end of the adjustment a m pro-
Tided a means of adjusting the tension of the wire. Two steel clamps, 
one at the top and one at the bottom, made it possible to clamp the wire 
and hold it at the desired tension. 
A. somewhat heavy brass clamp was first used to support the arms 
of the pendulum. This brass elamj was later discarded in favor of a 
much lighter and more effective steel clamp. The brass clamp appears 
in Figure 14 of ,..pper±dix III and the smaller steel clamp in Figure 11 
of Appendix III. A long water channel four feet wide was available, 
making it possible to use either the small 24 inch tank or the larger 
channel. 
The models were constructed from 24 3T aluminum alloy rod. Ail 
models were 0.75 inches in diameter and varied in length from 0.75 inches 
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to 7.5 inches, or- fro::. 1 to 10 fineness ratios. Three sets of models 
ware constructed, with blunt, hemispherical and pointed ends. oee 
Figures 15, 16, and 17 of .^pendix III. The pointed ends made angles 
of 45 degrees with the horizontal axes. *ilso, a pair of steel cylinders 
1 inch in diameter and 3 inches long were constructed for calibration 
tests. All models were drilled raid tapped to fit 3/16 inch rods thread-
ed on the ends. 
Several sets of brass rods 3/16 inch in diameter and from 5 to 
8 inches long were threaded on both ends for use as pendulum arms. 
A small aluminum mirror about 1/8 inch scpuare was made and glued 
to the piano wire near the top of the frame. 3y reflecting on a screen 
the light from a movie projector, the mirror made it possible to count 
the snail oscillations of the pendulum in water. This was not necessary 
for most of the tests, since the oscillations could be counted without 
the use of the mirror. 
The only other items of equipment needed were small hand tools — 




The apparatus was set tip as shown in Figure 11 of appendix III, 
and care was taken to tighten and clamp the wire at the desired tension. 
It vias not necessary to measure the tension, out the wire should be 
tight enough to assure notion only in a horizontal plane. 
hext the pendulum arm clamp was tightly screwed against the 
vertical wire. This operation caused considerable trouble at first, 
but it was soon realized that a rigid connection was required, and a 
suitable steel clamp was designed for this purpose. hro motion of the 
wire within the clamp could be allowed, so h-y using steel instead of 
brass a stronger and more effective clamp was made possible. 
After the pendulum arm clamp had been properly fitted a set of 
brass arms were selected to produce a distance of nine inches between 
the wire and the center of gravity of the two steel cylinders con-
structed for calibration purposes. The nine-inch length was selected 
as a matter of convenience. Any other convenient length could have 
been used. The two steel cylinders were fitted as shown in Figure 11 
'" ^ _ .)i\ ; c III. 
The pendulum was made to oscillate through a small arc and the 
oscillations timed and recorded. As many as 100 oscillations could be 
counted and timed in air. This was repeated several times so that 
discrepancies could be checked and an ayerage value of the time for one 
complete oscillation determined. 
Before the torsional constant of zhe pendulum could be calculated 
it was necessary to weigh the steel cylinders and the parts making up 
the pendulum arm-clamp and rods, i1",-se data were necessary for calculating 
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the moment of i ne r t i a of the pendulum system for use in the formula for 
the tors ional constant. 
2 \ t , « 4 ft * — 
1 , 
where 
K_M = torsional constant of the wire, 
'i 
I-JP =s moment of inertia of pendulum, 
and 5?jj. = period of oscillation of rod of known 
moment of inertia. 
Standard formulas were used in calculating the moments of inertia of the 
cylinders, rods, and clamp. As shows in it-ertinent Formulas, equation (5), 
and Appendix I - Sample Calculations, it was not necessary actually to 
calculate TL, but there is sufficient data for K^ calculations if desired. 
-fter recording the calibration data the steel cylinders were 
removed from the pendulum arms and replaced with a pair of models. 
Oscillations in both air and water were timed and recorded. .Many readings 
were taken for eaeh case, usually a minimum of ten. Timing the os-
cillations in air was not difficult, but in water the amplitudes were 
so small that it was necessary to -;ake many readings in order to obtain 
a reliable average. Ten or more oscillations could be counted in ̂Jatê , 
but some skill was required to count correctly and time them. 
I.ext the two models were removed and the pendulum oscillated in 
air and in water wit bout the models. Readings of the time and number of 
oscillations were recorded as for the other cases, These data were 
necessary for use in calculating tare effects. Since the rod lengths 
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were not changed during any one series of experiments, it was not neces-
sary to repeat tare reading except E s a check on previous data. 
All nodels in the three groups v;ere tested as explained above. 
It was found convenient to test each pair of nodels at three attitudes 
without removing then fro:1, the pendulum. The distance from the wire 
to the center of each model was carefully adjusted and measured. A 
small hand level and a large forty-five decree triangle were used to 
secure the proper attitude - either parallel, vertical, or forty-five 
degrees to the horizontal plane. The pendulum, with bodies attached was 
displaced enough so that from ten to a hundred complete oscillations 
could be counted and timed. This was repeated ten or more times in 
both air and water to obtain an aveiage value of the period for each 
test. The apparent additional mass of each cylinder was calculated 
and curves drawn for each group of models and for motion vertical, 
horizontal, and at forty-five degrees to the longitudinal axes of the 
cylinders. See Tables I through IX of Appendix II and Figures 1 through 
6 of Appendix III. .ALso, apparent additional mass coefficients were 
calculated and plotted as shown in Tables X through XII and Figures 7 
through 9. 
before the apparent additional mass coefficients could be calcu-
lated it was necessary to obtain the mass of the fluid displaced by 
each body. This was accomplished by weighing each body and dividing 
the weights by the specific gravity of 24 ST aluminum alloy. These 
values were then plotted and faired to check the accuracy of the cal-
culations. The calculated values were correct in most cases. It was 
particularly important for the masses of the small models to be exact. 
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The centimeter gran-second aystem was used for convenience. k very 
small change in the masses of the small bodies could make considerable 
differences in the calculated values of the apparent additional mass 
coeff ic ients . 
I t was found that the differences of squared values of the periods 
in a i r and in water could "be usee to detect points cut of l ine with 
neighboring points* Running p lo ts were made as the data were collected, 
and muck t ine was saved by eliminating sources of error as they occurred. 
The formulas used and the i r development are presented under the section 
"Pertinent Formulas." In general, the t e s t s were not d i f f icul t to make, 
but considerable time and patience '.ere required to obtain a f a i r de-
gree of accuracy. Juch factors as the length of the pendulum arms, 
the a t t i tude of the bodies, and t h i n g technique were c r i t i c a l , especially 
for the small bodies. The calculated r e su l t s depended largely on small 
differences between re la t ively large squared values. This being the 
case, i t mas necessary to take the average of many readings in order to 
obtain re l iable data. 
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The following symbols apply to the formulas used for calculating 
moments of i ne r t i a , apparent addit ional mass, and apparent addit ional 
mass coeff icients: 
a = length of cylinder (height) 
B = object at end of pendulum rod or arm 
I « increase in mass )-'.oment of iner t ia due to a single object J3 
moving in water 
% - mass moment of iner t ia in a i r of the cross-arm with both 
objects attached 
I = t rue mass moment of ine r t i a as measured in a vacuum o 
I = mass moment of ine r t i a of pendulum arm and attached body 
used to determine the tors ional constant of the wire 
pendulum 
1 = mass moment of ine r t i a in v:tter of the cross-arm with both w 
models attached 
I = mass moment of ine r t i a of a cylinder about i t s x-axis 
0 through i t s center of gravity 
I = mass moment of iner t ia of a cylinder about i t s y-axia 
through i t s center of gravity 
X as mass moment of ine r t i a in a i r of cross-arms without bodies 
T 
I.„ = mass moment of ine r t i a in water of cross-arms without bodies 
w 
K- - torsional constant of the wire 
L * distance from the center of the wire to the center of gravity 
of an object _̂  
M = mass of a body 
m. = apparent additional mass of one object B_ 
nm _ = mass of displaced fluid 
r = radius of cylinder whose length is _a 
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T = period of pendulum in air with bodies attached 
a e 
T;v = period of pendulum in water with bodies attached 
T = period of oscillation in air of tod; whose mass moment 
of inertia in Ij-
t 
T- = period of lendulun in air without bodies 
t 
:J-\.j = period of penc•!•• , in water without bodies 
r>p 
The period of a simple torsion pendulum in air i s : 
T£ = £ 7 r ( V K r r . (i) 
23 
Neglecting damping due to viscosity, the period in water is: 
ri"> — O _—/T /T- \ • / O 1 
hi ~ 2^vX,w/%J . UJ 
The increase in moment of inertia due to a single object B_ 
moving in water i s : 
1 = i HH - Ia - &•' - X*'£7 " (3) 
ithen L_ is relatively long: 
I = a L , (4) 
i l l 
The above expressions may be used to calculate both the apparent 
increase in moment of inertia, and the apparent additional mass* How-
ever, it is more convenient to calculate the apparent additional mass 
in terms of the known periods and constants as follows: 
22Yee-Tak Yu, loc. c i t . 
*§. 
Loc. c i t . 
from (4 ) , 
&, = I/L ; 
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from (3 ) , 
and 
** [**Vla"* (I '̂ " *A 
m = 
IB Lrvj l a - ffvj - J, *)] 
from (1) and ( 3 ) , 
T a = 2 7 T ( I a / K l I ) - , 
T« = 2 ^(V K r ) f e . 
Kj = 4 7 r 2 ( V i ' k
s ) . 
Making subst i tu t ions and simplifying: 
J a 





rp *•* v 
ii 2 477 
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mA = _ I k -l-a ~ ^ v ; ~ Xj ')] 
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- xa " tS 
, S - I , S ) 
a ' 
(5) 
Equation (5) e l imina t e s t h e n e c e s s i t y fo r c a l c u l a t i n g 2L,, and 
t h e express ion *— i s u s u a l l y cons tan t for a complete s e r i e s of 
2 ? A 2 
t e s t s . fhe usua l formulas f o r r.iass Lionents of i n e r t i a ra&y 'be used t o 
c a l c u l a t e I, . 
K 
?or cylinders: 
M r " + 
r xo = 





i v = i + i: x' 
i k = i y o
 + » ys 
(8) 
1:1 
Por relatively large masses at a distance fro:., the wire the 
o 
terms I and I,, become very small compared with the terms Its. and 
x0 yo 
p 
ray . *»lso the moments of inertia of the pendulum arms and clamps are 
very small compared with that of heavier bodies at a relatively great 
distance from the vdre. 
The formula for apparent additional mass coefficients is 
k = 9 




Using the English system of un i t s : 
2 
Llass moment of i ne r t i a = slugs feet 
2 2 
pounds seconds feet 
feet 
2 
= pounds seconds fee t . 
p p 
To convert slugs res t to grams centimeters": 
2 2 2 
Slugs feet = 32.2 (454) (144) (2.54) grams centimeters 
2 S 
1 slug foot = 13,580,000 grams centimeters". (10) 
To convert slugs to grams: 
1 slug as 32.2 (454) grams = 14,630 grams. (Ill 
The uses of the formulas presented in t h i s section are i l lu s t r a -
ted in Appendix I under the heading "Sample Calculations.'** 
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A study of the test res• Its presented in this paper leads to the 
following conclusions. 
1. AS mlgnt be expected, in general, the apparent additional 
mass of a cylinder v;itli blunt ends is greater than that of a similar 
cylinder with either conical or hemispherical noses. Likewise, the 
apparent additional mass of a cylinder with hemispherical ends is 
greater than that of a similar cylinder with conical ends. 
2. Curves allowing the variation of apparent additional mass 
With length for all the nodels tested are essentially straight lines 
for the range of lengths tested. 
3. It is unlikely in same cases and impossible in others for 
the curves of apparent additional mass plotted against length to remain 
straight lines as tlie lengths approach aero. Evidently, there is either 
a sudden break or more gradual departure fror. a straight line as the 
fineness ratios become small. These breaks or gradual departures from 
straight lines appear to take place at fineness ratios less than two. 
4. The attitude of the cylinder with respect to its direction 
of motion has a great effect OB its apparent additional mass, 
5« The shapes of the apparent additional mass coefficient 
curves at low fineness ratios are not very reliable. Due to the snail 
magnitudes involved, very small changes in apparent additional mass 
values produce great changes in the values of the corresponding coeffici-
ents, 
6. Apparent additional mass coefficients vary appreciably and 
are of practical importance for all the bodies tested as the fineness 
ratios approach ten, especially for vertical attitudes. 
7, As the fineness ratios increase the apparent additional 
mass coefficients tend to approach constant values. This fact empha-
sizes that only for large fineness ratios can the apparent additional 
mass coefficients be assumed constant. 
S. Values of apparent additional mass coefficients for all the 
cylinders tested, for motion perpendicular to longitudinal axes, are 
greater than 1, and this is in line with the theoretical value of 1. 
Since the theoretical value is bssed on perfect fluid, test values 
should be greater than 1 due to viscosity. 
S. Due to the absence of both theoretical and empirical values 
of apparent mass coefficients for cylinders moving parallel to longi-
tudinal axes no comparisons with the values presented herein are pos-
sible. Lowever, the author believes that the data presented are at 
least qualitatively indicative of the apparent additional mass effects 
for the bodies tested. 
10. The torsion pendulum method appears to be a reliable and 
convenient test apparatus for determining the apparent additional mass 
characteristics of the bodies tested. 
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Among the important apparent additional mass studies needed to 
furnisli empirical data on the subject are the following. 
1. -3cale t e s t s are par t icu la r ly fisttsly. There i s very l i t t l e 
l i t e r a t u r e on t h i s phase of the subject* 
£. Investigations to determine tlie exact shape of the curves 
for apparent addit ional mass or apparent additional mass coefficients 
against fineness r a t i o s is the range of fineness r a t i o s frorj zero to 
3 or 4 would be valuable, The t e s t s x^esented herein do not adequately 
cover t h i s rai\_e. 
3 . Telocity effects are not covered at a l l by the invest igat ions 
presented by the author. however, the torsion pendulum may not lend 
i t s e l f to t h i s type of experiment. 
4. Due to the scarcity of a l l types of data in the f ie ld of 
apparent add i t i rna l mass t e s ta si. i l a r to those made by the author 
would provide a check on the r e s u l t s presented. 
5. The effect of polished surfaces has been only s l ight ly in-
vest igated. 
6. An iiyproved method of adjust in;; the lengths of the pendulum 
arma and an e l ec t r i c a l timing system would probably insure mora accurate 
r e su l t s were the t e s t s presented herein repeated. This i s especial ly 
t rue for low fineness r a t i o s . There i s the poss ib i l i t y that unstable 
flow conditions prevent accurate t e s t s at the33 low fineness r a t i o s . 
7. The effects of wall boundaries would oe a valuable field of 
invest igat ion, hxact measurements muLS. be necessary. 
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I n order to determine the e f f e c t s the arms and clamp of the 
t o r s i o n pendulum appara tus on the mass moment of i n e r t i a of the com-
p l e t e pendulum wi th "bodies a t t a c h e d , i t v.as necessary t o make s epa ra t e 
c a l c u l a t i o n s for each p a r t of the system. 
For the two s t e e l c y l i n d e r s used to c a l i b r a t e the pendulum: 
Mass = M 
= 583.6 grams = 1.284 pounds = 0.0399 s lugs fo r 2 c y l i n d e r s , 
a = S inches = 0.25 f e e t , 
r = 0 .5 inches = 0.0416 f e e t . 





(0.0416) * 2 . (0.25) | , ., 2 
m 0.0002325 + 0.0399 1 = 0.0002325 + 0.0278325 
2 
= 0.027S35 pounds seconds fee t (for L = 10 inches 
= 0.8325 f e e t ) . 
For 1 b r a s s c y l i n d r i c a l rod (8 inches long and 3/16 inch in 
d i a m e t e r ) : 
U = 28.5 graaua = 0.00196 s l u g s , 
x = 4.25 inches = 0.354 f e e t , 
a = 3.00 inches = 0.666 f e e t . 
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I (rod) = » 
xO 4 
rs + £ a S 0.000244 + 0.14S4 
= 0.00196 (0.037161) 
g 
a 0.0000728 pounds seconds feet . 
I k (rod) = 0.0000728 * lfe
S = 0.0000728 * 0.00196 (0.354)' 
= 0.0000728 + 0.000151 
a 0.0002238 slugs f ee t 8 . 
For clamp (considered a c; r l inder); 
If a 54.0 grama - 0.00372 slugs, 
a «s 1.00 inch * 0.0834 feet , 
r = 0.50 inch = 0.0417 f ee t . 
I ( x0 
danp) = | p + £\= | [(0.C417)2 • i £ L 2 | > ^ 
* S (0.00174 * 0.00232) = 0.00093 (0.00406) 
4 
2 
a 0.00000377 slugs feet . 
L (claim:) a "C (clamp) = 0.00000377 slgus feet 2 , 
K ^ X 0 
For complete pendulum: 
I, (2 cylinders) - 0.02783500 slugs feet 
2 
I k (2 rods) = 0.00044760 slugs feet 
I k (clamp) = 0.00000377 slugs feet 
I k (pendulum) = 0.02828487 slugs feet 
Error due to aegleetSng clamp = ff'^-^/II = 0.01332$. 
0.02828487 
60 
Error due to neglecting' rods = ° ' Q ^ ^ ^ = 1.5S .'., 
0 • U2o£jCi487 
The above calculat ions indicate that any approximations made in 
determining the mass moment of i ne r t i a of the complete pendulum could 
only s l ight ly affect the accuracy of the r e su l t s of the t e s t s . Cf 
course, the rods and elamp were not neglected, but i t was necessary t o 
assign an approximate shape to the pendulum clamp and account for ad-
justment screws. 
'xhe f ollovmng example i l l u s t r a t e s the method used to calculate 
the apparent additional masses of the models t e s t ed . In a l l cases 
the periods were obtained by teflfciag averages of many readings, ten or 
more in most cases. 
For a solid aluminum cylinder with blunt ends, longitudinal axis 
pa r a l l e l to notion, the apparent addit ional mass can be calculated from 
the folio.jin: observed data; 
Length - 4.50 inches Tv,f = 1.160 seconds 
diameter = 0.75 inches T . = 1.094 seconds 
aT 
I = 3.81 seconds T, = 7.22 seconds 
« g 
Tm = 3.60 seconds L = 7.80 inches 
Two s tee l cylinders were uted to ca l ibra te the pendulum, the 
data recorded being: 
L =* 10.00 inches = 0.8325 feet , 
L = 0.0399 slugs (complete pendulum), 
r = 0.50 inches = 0.0416 feet , 
a = 3.00 inches = 0.25 fee t . 
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T « 2 , aT 
I = — r + — x0 4 3 
0.0399 (0.0416)2 * &&L 
= 0.0002325 slu,-s f ee t ' 
mA = 
I v = JL + 10T = 0.00Q2385 + 0.0399 (0 .8325)
2 
= 0.02783 s lues f e e t * . 
g 2 _ 2 / m 2 2, 
•w " xa ' ( V " V ) QT1 2 T 2 
0.02783 
2(7.22}2 (7.8/12)2 
14.53 - 13.00 - (1.35 - 1.20) 
= 0.00063 (1.53 - 0.15; = 0.00063 (1.38) 
= 0.000G70 slur-s = 12.73 0rams. 
Since I : . T. , and L are usuallv constant for a ser ies of t e s t s . 
k' k' — - ' 
the calculations are essent ia l ly the process of finding the differences 
of the squared terms in the brackets of the formula for m* and mul t i -
plying by a constant. 
l a order to calculate the apparent additional mass coefficient 
i t i s necessary to calculate the mass of the displaced f lu id . For the 
24 3T aluminui cylinders the specific gravity i s 2.79. 
Displaced volume = mass/2.79 - 91.20/2.79 = 32.70 cm. 
Therefore the displaced mass of fluid (mn -? } =32 .70 grams. Thus 
» • • • * • 
k = m /ttu - as 12.73/52.70 « 0.389. 
The data presented in Tables I through X of appendix II were oh-
tained from similar ca lcula t ions , 
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DATA FOR THE BSI'EHANATI ON OF TEE APPARENT V&BDITIONAL 
MASS, MA, OF SOLID ALUMINUL CYLINDERS WITH BLUNT 
ENDS MOVING PARALLEL TO LONGITUDINAL AXES IN tfATER 
CYLINDER T w T a L T k j 
IN. 2 
DIA. LGT. SEC. SEC. FT. SEC. LBS. FT. LBS,. 
0 .75 x 0.75 1.950 1.74 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.01242 
0.75 x 1.50 2.440 2.24 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.01513 
0 .75 x 2.00 2.730 2.54 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.01741 
0.75 x 2.25 2.835 2.64 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.01835 
0.75 x 3.00 3.218 3.02 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.02159 
0 .75 x 4.50 3.810 3.60 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.02800 
0.75 x 6.00 4.360 4.14 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.03420 
0.75 x 7.50 4.680 4.68 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.04090 
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TxvBLiS I I 
DATA FOR THE DBTEEMINATI ON OF THS APPARENT ADDITIONAL 
MASS, 8U, OF SOLID AttiSOHDM CYLINDERS IVITE BLUNT ENDS 















DIA. LOT. LBS. 
0.75 x 0.75 1.978 1.72 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.01610 
0.75 x 1.50 2.590 2.22 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.03285 
0.75 x 2.00 2.950 2.52 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.04465 
0.75 x 2.25 3.030 2.64 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.04835 
0.75 x 3.00 3.510 3.00 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.06500 
0.75 x 4.50 4.210 3.57 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.09825 
0.75 x 6.00 4.830 4.08 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.13200 
0.75 x 7.50 5.350 4.50 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.16550 
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TABLE I I I 
DATA FOR TIIE BETSjaCCHATION OF THE APPARENT ADDITIONAL 
I.IASS, m, , OF SOLID ALUMINUM GUILDERS WITH BLUNT EKDS 





F T . S3C. 
h 
LBS. F T . 2 
m*. 
DIA. LGT. LBS. 
0 . 7 5 x 0 . 7 5 1 .950 1 . 7 3 0 . 6 5 7 .22 0.896 0.0132 
0 . 7 5 x 1 .50 2 . 5 1 0 2 . 2 3 0 . 6 5 7 . 2 2 0.896 0.0237 
0 . 7 5 x 2 . 0 0 2 . 8 3 0 2 . 5 3 0 . 6 5 7 .22 0.896 0.0294 
0 . 7 5 x 2 . 2 5 2 . 9 4 1 2 . 6 2 0 . 6 5 7 . 2 2 0.896 0.0335 
0 . 7 5 x 3 . 0 0 3 . 3 6 0 3 . 0 1 0 . 6 5 7 . 2 2 0.896 0.0425 
0 . 7 5 x 4 . 5 0 4 .010 3 .59 0 . 6 5 7 . 2 2 0.896 0.0636 
0 . 7 5 x 6 .00 4 . 6 1 0 4 . 1 2 0 . 6 5 7 .22 0.896 0.0845 
0 . 7 5 x 7 . 5 0 5 .110 4 . 5 8 0 . 6 5 7 .22 0.896 0.1050 
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TA8L3 1 7 
LATA FOR 'EBS DSrEEMIl^TIC^: OF TBI APFAREET ADDITIONAL 
LASS, m^, OF SOLID AOJIJIKIIL; CYLINDERS WITH CONICAL 












LBS. F T . 2 
mA 
DIA. LGT. LBS. 
0 . 7 5 x 0 . 7 5 0 . 6 5 7.22 0.896 
0 . 7 5 x 1 .50 2 . 0 2 7 1 .95 0 . 6 5 7.22 0.896 0.00611 
0 . 7 5 x 2 . 0 0 0 . 6 5 7.22 0.896 
0 . 7 5 x 2 . 2 5 2 . 5 2 0 2 . 4 0 0 . 6 5 7.22 0.896 0.00852 
0 . 7 5 x 3 . 0 0 2 . 8 7 8 2 . 7 6 0 . 6 5 7.22 0.896 0.01073 
0 . 7 5 x 4 . 5 0 3 .560 3 . 4 3 0 . 6 5 7.22 0.896 0.01520 
0 . 7 5 x 6 . 0 0 4 .180 4 . 0 4 0 . 6 5 7.22 0.896 0.02028 
0 . 7 5 x 7 . 5 0 4 .680 4 . 5 4 0 . 6 5 7.22 0.896 0.02510 
TABUS Y 
DATA FOR THE BKTKEMIHATIGH OF THE APPARENT ADDITIONAL 
MASS, mA, OF SOLID ALUMIiolM CYLII\DSRS WITH CONIGti ISK35S 
MOVING P^RPENBIGULAE TO LONGITUDINAL AAES IN WATER 
CYLINDER 





Jk k 2 
LBS. FT. 
mA 
BIA. LGT. LBS. 
0.75 x 0.75 0.65 7.22 0.896 
0.75 x 1.50 2.31 1.94 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.02900 
0.75 x 2.00 0.65 7.22 0.896 
0.75 x 2.25 2.835 2.40 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.04300 
0.75 x 3.00 3.26 2.78 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.05640 
0.75 x 4.50 4.00 3.40 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.08650 
0.75 x 6.00 4.62 3.94 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.11600 
0.75 x 7.50 5.17 4.40 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.14500 
UffiR VI 
DATA FOR THS DETERMINATION OF TBE AFPAESST ADDITIONAL 
MASS, mixt OF SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH COMICAL ENDS 










SEC. LBS. FT.2 
mA 
DIA. LGT. LBS. 
0.75 x 0.75 0.65 7.22 0.896 
0.75 x 1.50 2.110 1.94 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.010S0 
0.75 x 2.00 0.65 7.22 0.896 
0.75 x 2.25 2.640 2.40 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.02093 
0.75 x 3.00 3.070 2.77 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.0320 
0.75 x 4.50 3.792 3.42 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.05315 
0.75 x 6.00 4.440 4.00 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.07200 
0.75 x 7.50 4.96 4.48 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.0935 
TABLE VII 
DATA FOR THE DETERMINATION OF TEE APPARENT ADDITIONAL 
MASS, mA, OF SOLID ALmilNULl CYLINDER liTH KSLIISPEERICAL 












DIA. LOT. LBS. 
0.75 x 0.75 0,65 7.22 0.896 
0.75 x 1.50 2.186 2.09 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.00486 
0.75 x 2.00 0.65 7.22 0.8S6 
0.75 x 2.25 2.635 £J . 5«J 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.00805 
0.75 x 3.00 3.000 2.88 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.01113 
0.75 x 4.50 3.660 3.52 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.01723 
0.75 x 6.00 4.250 4.10 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.02320 
0.75 x 7.50 4.800 4.62 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.02940 
TABLS V I I I 
DATA FOR THE DSETERMISASIQH OF THS iEPASB^P ADDITIONAL 
M S S , mA, OF SOLID ALmillttilvi CYLINDER V.ITK EEivJ3PE3RICAL 








SJSC. LBS. F T . 2 
mA 
DIA. LOT.. LJ3S. 
0 . 7 5 x 0 . 7 5 0 . 6 5 7 .22 0 . 8 9 6 
0 . 7 5 x 1 .50 2 . 3 8 2 . 0 7 0 , 6 5 7 . 2 2 0 . 8 9 6 0 . 0 2 4 7 5 
0 . 7 5 x 2 . 0 0 0 . 6 5 7 .22 0 . 8 9 6 
0 . 7 5 x 2 . 2 5 2 . 9 0 2 . 5 1 0 . 6 5 7 . 2 2 0 . 8 9 6 0 .03960 
0 . 7 5 x 3 . 0 0 3 . 3 4 2 . 8 6 0 . 6 5 7 . 2 2 0 .896 0 .05700 
0 . 7 5 x 4 . 5 0 4 . 0 9 3 . 5 0 0 . 6 5 7 . 2 2 0 .896 0 . 0 8 8 6 0 
0 . 7 5 x 6 . 0 0 4 . 7 0 4 . 0 0 0 . 6 5 7 . 2 2 0 . 8 9 6 0 .12230 
0 . 7 5 x 7 .50 5 . 2 8 4 . 4 8 0 . 6 5 7 . 2 2 0 . 8 9 6 0 .15520 
TiiBLS IX 
DATA FOR 'THE DETERMINATION OF TEE APPARENT ADDITIONAL EiASS, 
m^, OF SOLID iSQIIMBA CYLINDERS WITH EB&ilSEHERIGAL SUBS 








FT. SEC. LBS. FT.2 
Hi, 
A 
DIA. LGT. LBS. 
0.75 x 0.75 0.65 7.22 0.896 
0.75 x 1.50 2.261 2.080 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.0129 
0.75 x 2.00 0.65 7.22 0.896 
0.75 x 2.25 2.760 2.520 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.02285 
0.75 x 3.00 3.170 2.870 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.03345 
0.75 x 4.50 3.880 3.510 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.05210 
0.75 x 6.00 4.480 4.040 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.07200 
0.75 x 7.50 5.040 4.560 0.65 7.22 0.896 0.09175 
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TABLE X 
DATA FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE APPARENT ADDITION MASS COEFFICIENT, 
k , OF SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS UITH BLUNT ENDS MOVING PARALLEL, P3R-
HKSDICOUE, AND FORTY-FITS DEGREES TO LONGITUDINAL AXSS IN WATER 













1 5.38 5.64 1.048 7.00 1.310 6.00 1.115 
2 10.82 6.87 0.635 14.50 1.340 10.78 0.994 
3 16.35 8.34 0.510 22.40 1.370 15.20 0,924 
4 21.90 9.81 0.448 29.95 1.370 19.30 0.882 
6 32.70 12.73 0.389 44.95 1.375 28.80 0.880 
8 43.50 15 .61 0.359 60.00 1.380 38.20 0.879 
10 54.40 18.58 0.342 75.10 1.380 47.60 0.875 
TABLS XI 
DATA FOR TES DSTSEZMINATIOK OF 1HS Jj&PJ&gm ADDITIONAL MASS COEFFICIENT, 
fc, OF SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH CONICAL ENDS MOVING EaRALLEL, PER-
PEtMDICULAR, At© FORTY-FIVE DEGREES TO LONGITUDINAL AX33 IK ̂ ATER 
MASS OF PARALLEL PSm-ENDICULAR FORTY-FIVE RSGRSES 
DISPLACED 
L/D F L U I D m A k ** 
RATIO G. G. G, 
2 7.50 2.780 0.371 13.13 1.756 
3 12.88 3.865 0.300 19.52 1.520 
4 18.30 4.835 0.264 25.60 1.400 
6 29.30 6.900 0.236 39.35 1.342 
8 40.30 9.210 0.229 52.60 1.307 










DAT~ FOR TEE DiSEEEadlKATION OF TEE iPPABEHT ADDITIGIUUi MSB COEFFICIENT, 
k , OF SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS l/ITE HUGSPHEBICAI. .ENDS MOVING PARALLEL, 
PERPENDICULAR, iED FORTY-FIVS DBGEE3S TO LONGITUDINAL AXES IN V/ATSR 
SftSS OF PARALLEL PESPSMDICULAR FORTY-FIVE DEGREES 
DISPLACED 
L/D 
FLUID mA k mA k mA k 
RATIO G. G. G. G. 
1 
2 9 . 0 5 2 . 2 2 0.246 1 1 . 1 0 1 .227 5 . 8 5 0 . 6 4 7 
3 1 4 . 6 0 3 .66 0 . 2 5 1 1 8 . 0 0 1 .233 1 0 . 3 8 0 . 7 1 0 
4 1 9 . 7 5 5.06 0 .256 2 5 . 9 0 1 .265 1 5 . 2 0 0 . 7 6 4 
6 3 0 . 7 0 7 . 8 2 0 .255 4 0 . 3 0 1 .315 2 3 . 9 8 0 . 7 8 1 
8 4 1 . 7 0 1 0 . 5 2 0 .252 5 5 . 6 0 1 .335 3 2 . 8 0 0 . 7 8 7 
10 5 2 . 9 0 1 3 . 3 6 0 . 2 5 3 7 0 . 5 0 1 . 3 3 5 4 1 . 7 0 0 . 7 8 8 




GRAPH SHOWING VARIATION OF APPARENT ADDITIONAL MASS vHTH LENGTH 
FOR SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH BLUNT ENDS MOVING PARALLEL, 








LENGTH OF CYLINDER IN INCHES 
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FIGURE 2 
GRAPH SHOWING VARIATION OF APPARENT ADDITIONAL MASS WITH LENGTH 
FOR SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH CONICAL ENDS MOVING PARALLEL, 













LENGTH OF CYLINDER IN INCHES 
FIGURE 3 
GRAPH SHOWING VARIATION OF APPARENT ADDITIONAL MASS WITH LENGTH FOR 
SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH HEMISPHERICAL ENDS MOVING PARALLEL, 
















LENGTH OF CYLINDER IN INCHES 
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FIGURE 4 
GRAPH SHOWING VARIATION OF APPARENT ADDITIONAL MASS WITH LENGTH 
FOR SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH BLUNT, CONICAL, AND 


















LENGTH OF CYLINDER IN INCHES 
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FIGURE 5 
GRAPH SHOWING VARIATION OF APPARENT ADDITIONAL MASS WITH LENGTH 
FOR SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH BLUNT, CONICAL, AND 









LENGTH OF CYLINDER IN INCHES 
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FIGURE 6 
GRAPH SHOWING VARIATION OF APPARENT ADDITIONAL MASS WITH LENGTH 
FOR SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH BLUNT, CONICAL, AND 
HEMISPHERICAL ENDS MOVING FORTT-FIVE DEGREES TO LONGITUDINAL AXES 
IN WATER 
0 2 4 6 8 
LENGTH OF CYLINDER IN INCHES 
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FIGURE 7 
GRAPH SHOEING VARIATION OF APPARENT ADDITIONAL MASS COEFFICIENT 
WITH FINENESS RATIO FOR SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH BLUNT 
ENDS MOVING PARALLEL, PERPENDICULAR, AND FORTY-FIVE DEGREES 
TO i/)NGITUDINAL AXES IN WATER 




GRAPH SHOWING VARIATION OF APPARENT ADDITIONAL MASS COEFFICIENT 
WITH FINENESS RATIO FOR SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH CONICAL 
ENDS MOVING PARALLEL, PERPENDICULAR, AND FORTY-FIVE DEGREES 


















GRAPH SHOWING VARIATION OF APPARENT ADDITIONAL MASS COEFFICIENT 
WITH FINENESS RATIO FOR SOLID ALUMINUM CYLINDERS WITH HEMISPHERICAL 
ENDS MOVING PARALLEL, PERPENDICULAR, AND FORTY-FIVE DEGRESS 




















EFFECT OF FINENESS RATIO ON APPARENT ADDITIONAL MASS COEFFICIENTS 
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TORSION ranxjum APPARATUS WITH STEEL CALIBRATION CYLINDERS ATTACHED 
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FIGURE 12 
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BLUNT ENDS 
FIGURE 13 




CONICAL ENDS i 
FIGURE 14 









THE GROUP OF 
FIGURE 15 
CTLINDRICAL MODELS WITH HEMISPHERICAL ENDS USED IN THE 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS 
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